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               Outline: 
  

• Brief introduction to ultraperipheral collisions (UPCs)   

• Exclusive J/𝜓 and ϒ photoproduction in UPCs@LHC:  
- collinear factorization and NLO pQCD 
- dipole picture             

• Inclusive dijet photoproduction in Pb-Pb UPCs@LHC 

• Summary and Outlook
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Ultraperipheral collisions as photon-hadron 
collider 

• Ultraperipheral collisions (UPCs): ions at large impact 
parameters b ~ 𝒪(50 fm) >> RA+RB  → strong interactions 
suppressed → reaction via quasi-real photons in 
Weizsäcker-Williams approximation, Budnev, Ginzburg, Meledin, 
Serbo, Phys. Rept. 15 (1975) 181

• Photon flux ~ Z2 and photon energy k ~ 𝛾L → 𝛾𝛾, 𝛾p,𝛾A 
scattering at high energies → W𝛾p=5 TeV, W𝛾A=700 GeV/A, 
W𝛾𝛾=4.2 ТeV at the LHC.

• Real photons in UPCs are probes of nucleus and proton partonic structure 
and strong interaction dynamics in small-x QCD. 

Figure credit: A. Stahl,  
LPCC CERN Seminar, 
6.12.2022

06/12/2022CERN LPCC SeminarCMS

Final state kinematics directly map to:
● Photon energy:
● Bjorken-x of gluons:

Ultra-peripheral nuclear collisions: photon-nuclear interactions

5

Coherent production:
● Photon (ℏ/kL > 2R) couples coherently to whole nucleus.
● Vector Meson (VM) <pT> ~ 50 MeV.
● Target nucleus usually remains intact.

Incoherent production:
● Photon couples to part of nucleus.
● VM <pT> ~ 500 MeV.
● Target nucleus usually breaks.

Vector meson (e.g., J/Ψ) photoproduction directly probes gluonic structure 
of nucleus and nucleon.

5

At LO in pQCD, cross section ~ photon flux ⨂ [xG(x)]2 (gluon PDFs)

b≫RA+RB

Bertulani, Klein, Nystrand, Ann. Rev. Nucl. Part. Sci. 55 (2005) 271; Baltz et al, Phys. Rept. 458 (2008) 1; 
Contreras and Tapia-Takaki, Int. J. Mod. Phys. A 30 (2015) 1542012; Klein and Mäntysaari, Nature Rev. Phys. 1 
(2019) no.11, 662; Snowmass LoI, Klein et al, arXiv:2009.03838

• Important part of physics program at the LHC and RHIC.
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Coherent and incoherent scattering in UPCs   

UPCs have distinct experimental signatures → 
two leptons from J/𝜓 decay in otherwise empty 
detector.

• The underlying photon-nucleus scattering can be coherent (target intact) and 
incoherent (target breaks up) → distinguished by measuring pT of J/𝜓 and 
comparing to STARlight Monte Carlo, Klein, Nystrand,Seger, Gorbunov, Butterworth, Comput. Phys. 
Commun. 212 (2017) 258

• Coherent and incoherent scattering can be 
accompanied by mutual e.m. excitation of ions followed 
by forward neutron emission, Pshenichnov et al, PRD 64 (2001) 1; 
Baltz, Klein, Nystrand, PRL 89 (2002) 01230.

FIGURES
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FIG. 1. The dominant Feynman diagrams for vector meson production with nuclear excitation.
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1 Introduction

In ultra-relativistic collisions of heavy-nuclei at the LHC, vector mesons can be produced
through two-photon and photonuclear interactions in ultraperipheral collisions (UPCs),
where the impact parameter of the two nuclei collision is larger than the sum of their
radii. The cross-sections for photon-induced reactions are large because the intensity of
the photon flux is enhanced by the strong electromagnetic field of the nucleus, which
increases with the square of the atomic number. The interactions are either coherent,
where the photon couples to all nucleons, or incoherent, where the photon couples to a
single nucleon. In the incoherent case the nucleus is likely to break up, leading to a higher
transverse momentum, pT, of the meson.

Coherent J/ -meson production in UPCs can be described by the interaction of
photons with gluons, identified as a single object with vacuum quantum numbers, which
in the Regge theory is referred to as pomeron (IP) [1–5]. An illustration of this process
is given in Fig. 1. This interaction probes the gluon distribution at a hard momentum
transfer Q2 of about m2

J/ /4, where mJ/ is the J/ mass [6, 7].1

In this paper, a measurement of coherent J/ production is reported in lead-lead
collisions at a nucleon-nucleon centre-of-mass energy of

p
sNN = 5TeV collected with

the LHCb detector in 2015, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of about 10µb�1.
Results of UPC studies have also been reported by RHIC and LHC experiments [8–15].
The forward rapidity range 2.0 < y < 4.5 covered by the present measurement corresponds
to values of the Bjorken variable x ⇡ (mJ/ /

p
sNN)e±y down to 10�5. At these x values,

current uncertainties on the gluon distributions inside the nucleon are sizeable [16, 17],
thus new measurements should reduce the uncertainties [18–20].

The paper is organised as follows. The LHCb detector and the event selection are
described in Sec. 2. The analysis strategy and the systematic uncertainties are discussed
in Secs. 3 and 4, respectively. The di↵erential cross-section results for J/ production in

Pb Pb

�⇤

Pb Pb

J/ 

IP

Pb Pb

�⇤

Pb Pb’

J/ 

IP

Figure 1: Illustration of the (left) coherent scatter with the lead nucleus and (right) incoherent
interaction with a single nucleon leading to exclusive production of J/ mesons in ultraperipheral
heavy-ion collisions. The symbol Pb’ represents any final state for the nucleus inelastic scattering
in the incoherent process.

1In this paper natural units where c = 1 are used.

1

Figure credit: Aaij et al [LHCb], JHEP 07 (2022) 117

Ions de-excite by emitting 
neutrons detected in ZDCs 

• UPCs in different channels (0n0n, 0nXn, XnXn) allow one probe lower x, 
Guzey, Strikman, Zhalov, EPJC 74 (2014) 7, 2942; CMS PAS HIN-22-002; Kryshen, Strikman, Zhalov, 2303.12052 [hep-
ph];  R. Lavicka talk 28.03.2023, W. Li talk 29.03.2023
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Exclusive J/𝜓 photoproduction in UPCs 
• Cross section of exclusive, coherent J/𝜓 photoproduction in AA UPCs → two 
terms corresponding to high photon energy k+ (low-xA) and low k- (high-xA) → 
ambiguity in relating J/𝜓 rapidity y to gluon momentum fraction xA.   

B
B
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A A
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X

X

jet 1 jet 1

jet 2 jet2

rapidity gap

(a) (b)

B
B

A
A

J/ψ,Υ

(c)

Figure 2: Three types of processes that can be used to study the gluon distributions in nuclei at small x in
UPCs: (a) inclusive photoproduction of two jets with large transverse momenta gives access to the usual gluon
PDF; (b) diffractive productions of two jets gives access to the diffractive gluon PDF; (c) exclusive coherent
photoproduction of heavy vector mesons probes the generalized gluon distributions (the impact-parameter-
dependent gluon PDF).

predicted using the leading twist theory of nuclear shadowing [17]. An example of it is presented in
Fig. 3 (left) where we plot the ratio of the gluon distribution in 208Pb over that in the free proton,
gA(x,Q2

0)/[AgN(x,Q
2
0)], as a function of x at Q2

0 = 4 GeV2 (the shaded band labeled FGS10). The
band corresponds to an intrinsic theoretical uncertainty of our approach, see details in [17]. Also, for
comparison, we show the results of the extraction of gA(x,Q2

0)/[AgN(x,Q
2
0)] using the global QCD fits:

EPS09 [14] and HKN07 [13].
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Figure 3: (Left) Predictions for ratio of the gluon distribution in 208Pb to that in the free proton,
gA(x,Q2

0)/[AgN (x,Q2
0)]. (Right) The ratio of the gluon impact-parameter-dependent distribution in 208Pb to

the gluon distribution in the free proton, gA(x,Q2
0, b)/[ATA(b)gN (x,Q2

0)], as a function of the impact parameter
b; TA(b) is the nucleon density.

In UPCs at the LHC, one can directly access the gluon distribution in nuclei through the process of

5

Photon flux from 
QED+Glauber-model 
suppression for b<2RA

Photoproduction 
cross section

• In leading ln(Q2) ln(1/x) double logarithmic approximation of perturbative QCD 
and non-relativistic approximation for J/𝜓 wave function, Ryskin, Z. Phys. C57 (1993) 89 

Z. Phys. C 57, 89-92 (1993) 
Zeitschrift P a r t i c ~  fur Physik C 

 9 Springer-Verlag 1993 

Diffractive J/ P electroproduction in LLA QCD 
M.G. Ryskin 

Department of Theoretical Physics, University of Lund, S61vegatan 14A, S-22362 Lund, Sweden 
and St. Petersbourg Nuclear Physics Institute, 188350 Gatchina, St. Petersbourg, Russia 

Received 13 April 1992 

Abstract. Cross section of diffractive J / ~  production in 
deep inelastic scattering in the Born and the leading-log 
approximations of perturbative QCD are calculated. 

I Introduction 

The process of J /7  j electroproduction arouses interest 
due to two reasons. First, it can be calculated within the 
perturbative QCD and second, its cross section is propor- 
tional to the gluon structure function. So, it is a good way 
to study the gluon distribution inside a proton [1, 2]. 

In the reactions of heavy-quark photoproduction 7N--, 
c6X, a popular approach is the "photon-gluon fusion" 
mechanism [3, 1, 4, 5] based on the subprocess 7g~cd. 
The amplitude and cross section of inelastic J~ 7 J produc- 
tion via the same mechanism was calculated in [6] and 
then discussed in [7]. This approach has been called [5] 
diffractive J~ 7 j production, as (in the first approximation) 
the cross section does not depend on energy and there is 
no flavour exchange. Strictly speaking, this is not a true 
diffractive process. There is a colour exchange in this case 
due to the colour of the gluon content in the target; as 

da 
a consequence, the inclusive J/qJ cross section ~zz ~const .  

at z ~  1, instead of the &(1 - z )  or 1/(1 - z )  behaviours that 
are usual for diffractive processes (z is the part of photon 
momenta carried away by the J /7  J meson). 

The goal of this paper is to consider the exclusive (in 
some sense elastic) diffractive J / ~  electroproduction that 
is described by the exchange of a colourless two-gluon 
system*; in the Born approximation by the diagrams in 
Fig. 1. In the leading-log approximation (LLA), instead of 
the simple two-gluon "pomeron" [9], one has to use the 
whole system of LLA ladder diagrams; for t -- 0 this repro- 
duces exactly the gluon structure function ~G(Y, ~2). 

* The model for elastic and diffractive J/~ production based on 
vector meson dominance and pomeron exchange was considered 
recently in [8]. 

Thus, our amplitude is proportional to ~G(Y, ~2) and the 
exclusive diffractive cross sec t ion- to  the square of the 
gluon structure function. Due to this fact, the reaction 
7*+N--*J/Tt+N feels the variation of 2G(Y, ~2) better 
than the inclusive J/~t' cross section, which depends on 
YG(Y, ~2) only linearly. Therefore, this process is one of 
the best ways to measure the role of absorptive correc- 
tions (pomeron cuts contributions) and to observe the 
saturation of gluon density predicted in the frame-work of 
perturbative QCD in 1-10]. 

In Sect. 2 we calculate the amplitude of diffractive J / 7  j 
photoproduction. In Sect. 3 we discuss the spin structure 
of this amplitude and correspondingly the distribution in 
azimuthal angle. In Sect. 4 the numerical estimates of the 
single and double diffractive dissociation cross sections 
are given. 

2 Amplitude of ~,* +p--,J/W+p 

The Born amplitude of 7*+p--*J/~+p reaction is de- 
scribed by the sum of the two diagrams in Fig. 1. As the 
binding energy of S-wave e6-quarks J / 7  J system is small 
(much less than the charm quark mass me= m), one can 
follow I-6] and use the nonrelativistic approximation, 
writing the product of two propagators (k and k' in Fig. 1) 
and the J / 7  J vertex (i.e. J / 7  J wave function integrated 
over the relative momenta of c6^quarks k = k '  in J / 7  J 
rest-frame system) in the form g(k+m)Tu. The constant 

~ 7  

l +  

qJ 
k 

a b 

Fig. la, b. Feynman diagrams for diffractive J/7 J production 
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Q2 for electroproduction of light and vector mesons and also the total photoabsorption
cross secion �L(x, Q2).

gradually disappears with an increase of Q2 leading to a slower decrease of the cross

section with an increase of Q2 than in the leading twist approximation. Note that the

suppression e↵ect is stronger for electroproduction of heavy vector mesons than for light

ones.

The suppression factor of T (Q2) as a function of Q2 and the trends of its behavior

discussed above are presented in Fig. 22.

5.4. Elastic photoproduction of J/ : from HERA to LHC

The phenomenologically important case of vector meson production is elastic

photoproduction of J/ , where the hard scale is provided by the mass of J/ (mass

of the charm quark). The � + p ! J/ + p di↵erential cross section reads [177, 176]

[compare to Eq. (81]

d�
�p!J/ p(t = 0)

dt
=

12⇡3

↵e.m.

�V M
3
V

(4m2
c)

4

⇥
↵s(Q

2
e↵)xg(x,Q

2
e↵)

⇤2
C(Q2 = 0) , (89)

where Qe↵ is the e↵ective hard scale of the process (see the discussion below). The factor

of C(Q2 = 0) depends on the details of the vector meson wave function and takes into

account the intrinsic motion (transverse momentum) of charm quarks in the diagram in

Fig. Hence, C(Q2 = 0) describes the e↵ect of higher-twist e↵ects in the �+p ! J/ +p

cross section. It is given by the following expression,

C(Q2 = 0) =
⇣
⌘V

3
m

4
c

⌘2

T (0)R(0) , (90)

depends on charmonium 
distribution amplitude; 
C(Q2=0)=1 in NR limit.

<latexit sha1_base64="aKtEx4OtOROBDGPe+T7q1e7Wzew=">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</latexit>

d�AB!AJ/ B

dy
=


k
dN�/B

dk
��A!J/ A

�

k=k+

+


k
dN�/A

dk
��B!J/ B

�

k=k�

<latexit sha1_base64="m0tByikYUwSGdcuZuyOoscBI7Dw=">AAACD3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0VxVZNS1I1ScCOCUME+oIlhMp20QycPZiZCCPkDN/6KGxeKuHXrzr9xmmahrQcuHM65l3vvcSNGhTSMb620sLi0vFJeraytb2xu6ds7HRHGHJM2DlnIey4ShNGAtCWVjPQiTpDvMtJ1x5cTv/tAuKBhcCeTiNg+GgbUoxhJJTn64fg+tSI/O7c8jnB646TXx1YkaJal9QyS3IRJ5uhVo2bkgPPELEgVFGg5+pc1CHHsk0BihoTom0Yk7RRxSTEjWcWKBYkQHqMh6SsaIJ8IO83/yeCBUgbQC7mqQMJc/T2RIl+IxHdVp4/kSMx6E/E/rx9L78xOaRDFkgR4usiLGZQhnIQDB5QTLFmiCMKcqlshHiEVjFQRVlQI5uzL86RTr5kntcZto9q8KOIogz2wD46ACU5BE1yBFmgDDB7BM3gFb9qT9qK9ax/T1pJWzOyCP9A+fwB7o5zv</latexit>

k± =
MJ/ 

2
e±y

gluon density at x=(MJ/𝜓)2/W2 
and Qeff ~mc

 ΓV is J/𝜓 → ℓ+ℓ-
leptonic decay 
width

k+
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Constraints on small-x gluon shadowing  
• Application to nuclear targets:

From fit to HERA and 
pp/pA UPC data

Ratio of nucleus and 
proton gluon densities Nuclear form factor

• Well-defined impulse approximation (IA) → nuclear suppression factor SPb, 
Guzey, Kryshen, Strikman, Zhalov, PLB 726 (2013) 290; Guzey, Zhalov, JHEP 1310 (2013) 207

<latexit sha1_base64="ei4DejOu+qQRyw14mpjT1anR/6k=">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</latexit>

��A!J/ A
IA (W ) =

d��p!J/ p(W, t = 0)

dt

Z 1

|tmin|
dt|FA(t)|2

<latexit sha1_base64="FWb7Kv+HSx3eT+0+UbIa44ybLtg=">AAACm3icbVFba9swGJW9W5fdsu1lMAZiYZBASe2w20tLQ2ErZQ8dLE0hSowsy46oJAvp81hw/Kf2U/a2fzPlAuvSfSA4Oud8n6Sj1EjhIIp+B+Gt23fu3tu733rw8NHjJ+2nzy5cWVnGR6yUpb1MqeNSaD4CAZJfGsupSiUfp1cnK338nVsnSv0NFoZPFS20yAWj4Kmk/ZM4USg6q0lBlaJ4iAmU+OyAGCfwsOmOe4ckt5TV2Y7RXDca7J37cBj1mjqDhkiew2TTVyTD7o99oqrZwItDXCTm755YUcxhOhtgIjT42ULnsGiSeglJTazCSuhm2eAM8PKTHwS95WyQtDtRP1oXvgniLeigbZ0n7V8kK1mluAYmqXOTODIwrakFwSRvWqRy3FB2RQs+8VBTxd20Xmfb4DeeyXBeWr804DV7vaOmyrmFSr1TUZi7XW1F/k+bVJB/nNZCmwq4ZpuD8kpin+rqo3AmLGcgFx5QZoW/K2Zz6iMF/50tH0K8++Sb4GLQj9/333192zk+2saxh16i16iLYvQBHaNTdI5GiAUvgqPgc3AavgpPwrPwy8YaBtue5+ifCkd/APAiym4=</latexit>

��A!J/ A(W ) =
d��p!J/ p(W, t = 0)

dt


gA(x, µ2)

Agp(x, µ2)

�2 Z 1

|tmin|
dt|FA(t)|2
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SPb(W ) =

"
��A!J/ A(W )

��A!J/ A
IA (W )

#1/2

=
gA(x, µ2)

Agp(x, µ2)→
Rep. Prog. Phys. 0 (2022) 000000 Review

Figure 42. The nuclear suppression factor of SPb(x) as a function of
the gluon momentum fraction of x: the values extracted from the run
1 [302, 303, 305] and the central rapidity run 2 [308] UPC data on
coherent J/ψ photoproduction in Pb–Pb UPCs vs predictions of the
LT model of NS and global !ts of nPDFs. The bands indicate the
uncertainties for the LTA model (yellow) and EPS09
parameterization (blue).

SPb(x) =

√
σγA→J/ψA(Wγp)
σIA
γA→J/ψA(Wγp)

= κA/N
xgA(x, µ2)

AxgN(x, µ2)

≡ κA/NRg(x, µ2). (182)

It is expected that almost all kinematic factors and men-
tioned corrections cancel in the ratio of the nuclear and
IA (proton) cross sections. Thus, equation (182) establishes
a direct correspondence between the suppression factor of
SPb(x) and the ratio of the nuclear and nucleon gluon distri-
butions Rg(x, µ2). Further, since at central rapidities |y| ≈ 0,
the dσAA→AAJ/ψ(y)/dy cross section is unambiguously related
to the σγA→J/ψA(Wγp) photoproduction cross section at the
de!nite value of Wγp =

√
2ENMJ/ψ , equation (182) gives a

one-to-one correspondence between the measured UPC cross
section at central rapidities and Rg(x, µ2) at x = MJ/ψ/(2EN).

Figure 42 shows a comparison of the values of SPb(x)
extracted from the run 1 [302, 303, 305] and the central rapidity
run 2 [308] UPC data on coherent J/ψ photoproduction in
Pb–Pb UPCs with Rg(x, µ2) predicted in the LT model of NS
and global QCD !ts of nPDFs. Note that following the analysis
of reference [210], we take advantage of the ambiguity in the
exact values of the scale µ and take µ2 = 3 GeV2 to best
reproduce the available HERA and LHCb data on the Wγp

dependence of the cross section of exclusive J/ψ photoproduc-
tion on the proton. The good agreement with the predictions
of the LT NS model and the EPS09 nPDFs, which however
have much larger uncertainties, gives direct and weakly model-
dependent evidence of large nuclear gluon shadowing at
small x,

Rg(x = 6 × 10−4 − 10−3, µ2 = 3 GeV2) ≈ 0.6. (183)

Note that the analysis of reference [317] extracted the
nuclear suppression factor of SPb(x) in a wide range of x,
10−5 ! x ! 0.04 using all available run 1 and 2 data on
coherent J/ψ photoproduction in Pb–Pb UPCs. However, due

Figure 43. The dσγA→J/ψA(Wγp, t)/dt cross section normalized to its
value at |t| = tmin as a function of t at W = 124 GeV: predictions of
the LT model of NS (red solid curve) vs the factorized
approximation (blue dot-dashed curve). The !gure is from [316],
https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevC.95.025204.

to the ambiguity of the two terms in equation (175), such a
procedure is in general model dependent and leads to signif-
icant uncertainties in SPb(x) for x < 6 × 10−4 and x > 0.01.
In this respect one should also mention the analysis of [318],
where SPb(x) was extracted from measurements of coherent
J/ψ photoproduction in ultraperipheral and peripheral Pb–Pb
collisions at the LHC at 2.76 TeV. The results of that anal-
ysis broadly agree with the trend of the nuclear suppression
presented in !gure 42.

The signi!cant LT gluon NS also affects the differential
cross section of coherent J/ψ photoproduction on nuclei,

dσγA→J/ψA(Wγp, t)
dt

= κ2
A/N

dσγp→J/ψp(Wγp, t = 0)
dt

×
[

xgA(x, t, µ2)
AxgN(x, µ2)

]2

. (184)

Figure 43 shows the dσγA→J/ψA(Wγp, t)/dt cross section nor-
malized to its value at |t| = tmin as a function of t at
W = 124 GeV. This value corresponds to Pb–Pb UPCs dur-
ing run 2 at the LHC with

√
sNN = 5.02 TeV and the cen-

tral rapidity y = 0. The red solid curve is the prediction of
equation (184), where for xgA(x, t, µ2) and xgA(x, b, µ2), see
equation (180), we used predictions of the LT NS model for the
impact parameter dependent nuclear PDFs, see section 7. The
blue dot-dashed curve gives the t dependence of the nuclear
form factor squared [FA(t)/A]2. One can see from the !gure
that the impact parameter dependence of the LT NS, i.e., the
correlation between b and x in xgA(x, b, µ2), noticeably shifts
the minimum of the t distribution toward lower values of t. This
can be interpreted as broadening in impact parameter space of
the small-x gluon distribution in nuclei as a consequence of
the fact that NS increases with a decrease of b (increase of the
nuclear density).

The predictions for the shift of the t dependence of the
dσγA→J/ψA(Wγp, t)/dt cross section shown in !gure 43 have
been nicely con!rmed by the recent ALICE measurements
[319].
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• Model-independent* extraction of SPb from 
UPC@LHC data, Abelev et al. [ALICE], PLB718 (2013) 
1273; Abbas et al. [ALICE], EPJ C 73 (2013) 2617; [CMS] PLB 
772 (2017) 489; Acharya et al [ALICE], EPJC 81 (2021) 8, 712 

• Direct evidence of significant gluon 
shadowing, Rg(x=6×10-4 - 0.001) ≈ 0.6 in  
agreement with LTA model, Frankfurt, Guzey, 

Strikman, Phys. Rept. 512 (2012) 255 and EPS09, 
EPPS16 and nCTEQ15 nPDFs.
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Exclusive J/𝜓 photoproduction in NLO pQCD 
• Collinear factorization for hard exclusive processes, Collins, Frankfurt, Strikman, PRD 56 
(1997) 2982  

• 𝛾A → J/𝜓A amplitude in terms of generalized parton distribution functions 
(GPDs), Ji, PRD 55 (1997) 7114; Radyushkin PRD 56 (1997) 5524; Diehl, Phys. Rept. 388 (2003) 41

• To next-to-leading order (NLO) of perturbative QCD, Ivanov, Schafer, Szymanowski, 
Krasnikov, EPJ C 34 (2004) 297, 75 (2015) 75 (Erratum); Jones, Martin, Ryskin, Teubner, J. Phys. G: Nucl. Part. Phys. 43 
(2016) 035002
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M�A!J/ A /
q

hO1iJ/ 
Z 1

�1
dx [Tg(x, ⇠)F

g
A(x, ⇠, t, µF ) + Tq(x, ⇠)F

q
A(x, ⇠, t, µF )]

NRQCD matrix element from 
J/𝜓 leptonic decay

pQCD coeficient 
function 

• To leading order (LO), only gluons; both quarks and gluons at NLO.

Gluon GPD Quark contribution

F g
A(x, ξ, t)

γ J/ψ
〈O1〉V

c

c̄

x+ ξ x− ξ

A
A

T g(x, ξ)

F q
A(x, ξ, t)

γ J/ψ
〈O1〉V

c

c̄

x+ ξ x− ξ

A
A

T q(x, ξ)
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⇠ ⇡
M2

J/ 

2W 2
⌧ 1
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GPDs at small ξ ≈ PDFs  

• However, at small 𝜉, GPDs can be expressed in terms of PDFs because µ2 
evolution washes out information on 𝜉-dependence, Shuvaev, Golec-Biernat, Martin, Ryskin, 
PRD 60 (1999) 014015; Dutrieux, Winn, Bertone, arXiv:2302.07861 [hep-ph].

<latexit sha1_base64="cl6ckT2co/9LNSaq4mFOvKFLBLo=">AAACEnicbVBNS0JBFJ1nX2ZfVss2QxIoiLwXUm0KI5CWBqmB7/WYN446OO+DmftCEX9Dm/5KmxZFtG3Vrn/TqG9R2oGBc8+5lzv3eJHgCkzz20gtLa+srqXXMxubW9s72d29hgpjSVmdhiKUdx5RTPCA1YGDYHeRZMT3BGt6/auJ33xgUvEwuIVhxByfdAPe4ZSAltxsoXrfdS/zg6I94EUo2n7sVgvng0SbVriqCyi42ZxZMqfAi8RKSA4lqLnZL7sd0thnAVBBlGpZZgTOiEjgVLBxxo4Viwjtky5raRoQnylnND1pjI+00sadUOoXAJ6qvydGxFdq6Hu60yfQU/PeRPzPa8XQOXNGPIhiYAGdLerEAkOIJ/ngNpeMghhqQqjk+q+Y9ogkFHSKGR2CNX/yImkcl6yTUvmmnKtcJHGk0QE6RHlkoVNUQdeohuqIokf0jF7Rm/FkvBjvxsesNWUkM/voD4zPHxgwmzU=</latexit>

F g
A(x, ⇠, t, µF ) = xgA(x, µF )FA(t)

Nucleus form factor 
(Woods-Saxon)

Nuclear PDFs (EPPS16, EPPS21, 
nCTEQ15 nNNPDF3.0)

• GPDs are hybrid distributions interpolating between usual PDFs, distribution 
amplitudes and form factors → depend on momentum fractions x and 𝜉, mom. 
transfer t, and scale µ → connection to PDFs and is model-dependent.

• Numerically, with a few % accuracy, one can 
use for nuclear GPDs, Eskola, Flett, Guzey, Löytäinen, 
Paukkunen, arXiv:2303.03007 [hep-ph]

6

Fig. 1 The gluon (left panel) and quark singlet (right panel) GPDs (blue curves) F g(x, ⇠) and F q,S(x, ⇠) with ⇠ ⇡ 10�3

obtained through the Shuvaev transformation, compared with PDFs xg(x) and qS(x) (orange dashed curves) at µF = mb as a
function of x. In addition, we also present the distributions (x+ ⇠)g(x+ ⇠) and qS(x+ ⇠) (green dotted curves).

in NLO in pQCD, and the � + p ! ⌥ + p cross sec-
tion fitted to the available HERA [26,27,28] and LHC
data [29],

��Pb!⌥Pb(W ) =


��Pb!⌥Pb(W )

��p!⌥p(W )

�

pQCD

��p!⌥p
fit (W ) .

(17)

Using a simple power-like ansatz for ��p!⌥p
fit (W ) with

an additional factor parametrizing the behavior of the
cross section near the kinematic threshold [53], one ob-
tains [54]

��p!⌥p
fit (W ) =

0.902 nbGeV�2

B⌥ (W )


1�

(M⌥ +mN )2

W 2

�1.5

⇥

 
W 2

fW 2
0

!0.447

, (18)

with fW0 = 100 GeV. Note that while the 2018 CMS
data [30] have not been included in the fit, they are
nevertheless well reproduced, see Fig. 2 ahead. One way
to interpret Eq. (17) is that we supplement the fitted
� + p ! ⌥ + p cross sections by the theoretical nuclear
modification R(W ),

R(W ) =


��Pb!⌥Pb(W )

��p!⌥p(W )

�

pQCD

, (19)

which can be anticipated to carry a reduced dependence
on the choice of the factorization scale and on the ex-
plicit modeling of GPDs. In the first approximation,
these e↵ects cancel in R(W ) and it becomes mainly
sensitive to the PDFs of protons and nuclei. Alterna-
tively, one can interpret that in Eq. (17) one rescales the

calculated � + Pb ! ⌥ + Pb cross sections by a factor
that is needed to match the calculated � + p ! ⌥ + p
cross sections with the experimental ones – an e↵ec-
tive “K factor”. In what follows, we will call the cross
sections computed through Eq. (17) the “data-driven”
ones, in contrast to the “standard” pQCD predictions
calculated without any reference to experimental data.
The approach here is similar in spirit to the leading-
order pQCD analysis of the nuclear suppression factor
for exclusive J/ photoproduction in Pb+Pb collisions
introduced and discussed in Refs. [53,55,56].

4 Results

In this section, we present and discuss our results for
the ⌥ photoproduction process on the proton, � + p !

⌥+p, and the rapidity-di↵erential ⌥ spectra in Pb+Pb
UPCs, Pb + Pb ! Pb + ⌥ + Pb. To estimate the
sensitivity of our predictions to higher-order pertur-
bative corrections, we adopt a standard, conservative
prescription and vary the factorization and renormal-
ization scales together in the interval of µF = µR 2

{1/2, 1, 2} ⇥ mb. As input proton and nuclear PDFs,
we use CT18ANLO [45] and EPPS21 [21] PDFs, re-
spectively, from the LHAPDF interface [46]. The corre-
sponding GPDs are obtained using the Shuvaev trans-
form as discussed in Sec. 2.2. Note that we use the ver-
sion “A” of the CT18NLO analysis since this was the
free proton baseline used in the EPPS21 nPDF anal-
ysis. It di↵ers from the default CT18NLO mainly in
the strange quark distributions. In the first instance we
make NLO predictions following the standard pQCD
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NLO pQCD predictions for J/𝜓 photoproduction 
in Pb-Pb UPCs at LHC  

• Scale dependence for mc ≤µ≤ MJ/𝜓 

is expectedly very strong → 
consequence of ln(mc2/µ2)ln(1/𝜉) 
terms in NLO coefficient function. 

• Can find  an “optimal scale” 
µ=2.39 GeV (EPPS21) giving 
simultaneously fair description of 
Run 1&2 UPC data → note that 
𝛾+p→J/𝜓+p proton data is somewhat 
overestimated.

• Uncertainties due nPDFs are 
quite significant → opportunity to 
reduce them using these data.
Eskola, Flett, Guzey, Löytäinen, Paukkunen, PRC 106 
(2022) 3, 035202 and arXiv:2210.16048 [hep-ph]

Shown data: Acharya et al [ALICE], EPJC 81 (2021) 
no.8, 712 and PLB 798 (2019) 134926; Aaij et al 
[LHCb], JHEP 07 (2022) 117

6

FIG. 3. The scale dependence of the NLO pQCD predictions for the d�(Pb + Pb ! Pb + J/ + Pb)/dy cross section as a
function of the rapidity y for Run 1 (

p
sNN = 2.76 TeV, left column) and Run 2 (

p
sNN = 5.02 TeV, right column) at the

LHC and a comparison with the corresponding Run 1 [38–40] and Run 2 [41–44] data, the statistical and systematic errors
added in quadrature. The data have been mirrored with respect to y = 0. The scale-dependence envelope spans the results
corresponding to µ = 3.1 GeV (upper dashed curve) and µ = 1.55 GeV (lower dotted curve); the solid curve corresponds to the
optimal scale. The three rows of panels correspond to EPPS21 (upper), nNNPDF3.0 (middle), and nCTEQ15WZSIH (lower)
nPDFs.

description. To be exact, at central rapidity y = 0, for
Run 1 there is a factor of about 22 between the highest
scale and the lowest scale results and for Run 2 energy
this factor is about 55.

The improvement, when moving from nNNPDF2.0 [45]
(Fig. 10 of [24]) to the newer nNNPDF3.0 set, is rather
dramatic. We find that the shape of the d�(Pb + Pb !

Pb + J/ + Pb)/dy cross section at the optimal scale
µ = 2.22 GeV is qualitatively similar to that obtained
with EPPS16 or EPPS21. Simultaneously, however, the
correspondence with the data is slightly worse: while the
data at y ⇡ 0 is reproduced by construction, the solid
curve somewhat underestimates the data at |y| 6= 0. Note
that the good agreement with the data at y ⇡ 0 is im-

8

FIG. 4. The PDF uncertainties of the NLO pQCD predictions for the d�(Pb + Pb ! Pb + J/ + Pb)/dy cross section as a
function of y for Run 1 (upper) and Run 2 (lower) at the LHC, and a comparison with the corresponding Run 1 [38–40] and
Run 2 [41–44] data, mirrored with respect to y = 0 and with the statistical and systematic errors added in quadrature. The
results corresponding to the central sets of nPDFs are shown by the blue solid (EPPS21), red dashed (nCTEQ15WZSIH), and
green dotted (nNNPDF3.0) curves, respectively, and the error bands are represented by the corresponding shaded regions. All
calculations are performed at the indicated values of the optimal scale µ.

can see from the figure that the O-O UPC cross section
is approximately 1,000 times smaller than that in the
Pb-Pb case primarily due to the much smaller photon
flux. On the other hand, the shape of the y dependence
is similar in the O-O and Pb-Pb cases: it is rather broad
at midrapidity with sloping “shoulders” at forward and
backward rapidities; higher scales correspond to larger
d�(O+O ! O+J/ +O)/dy, which also tend to develop
a valley-like structure at the highest scales of µ ⇡ MJ/ .

To quantify the magnitude of the scale dependence, we
consider the ratio between the µ = MJ/ and µ = mc

results at y = 0 which we denote by Rscale. One can see
from Fig. 5 that Rscale is of the same order of magnitude
as in Pb-Pb collisions starting at Rscale ⇡ 16 at

p
sNN =

2.76 TeV and rising up to Rscale ⇡ 35 at
p
sNN =

7 TeV. We have checked that with nCTEQ15WZSIH the
scale dependence is of the same order as with EPPS21:
Rscale ⇡ 12 at

p
sNN = 2.76 TeV and increasing to ap-
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Dominance of quark contribution in NLO pQCD 

• Consequence of very large NLO 
corrections → dominance of 
quark contribution for |y|<2 due to 
strong cancellations between LO 
and NLO gluons, Eskola, Flett, Guzey, 
Löytäinen, Paukkunen, PRC 106 (2022) 3, 035202

QM22Proc˙Eskola˙etal printed on June 10, 2022 5

Fig. 3. Upper panel: Breakdown of the NLO cross section in the upper panel of
Fig. 1 into contributions from the imaginary and real parts of the amplitude. Lower
panel: Contributions without quarks, without gluons, and from the quark-gluon
interference terms alone. Figures from [6].

Fig. 4. As Fig. 1 upper panel, but computed with three di↵erent nPDFs using the
same “optimal” scale. Figure from [6].

• At face value, this complicates interpretation of the data on coherent J/𝜓 
photoproduction in heavy-ion UPCs as a probe of small-x nuclear gluons. 

•  Perturbative stability of NLO 
pQCD improves for scaled ratio of 
oxygen and lead UPC cross secs:

12

FIG. 9. The NLO pQCD predictions using the EPPS21 nPDFs for the scaled ratio of cross sections of J/ photoproduction
in O-O and Pb-Pb UPCs as a function of the rapidity y for six di↵erent values of the scale µ at four di↵erent values of

p
sNN .

nPDF sets and the di↵erent weights of the photon fluxes
and the form factors, when we consider both processes at
the same

p
sNN . From a practical point of view, the O-O

run will most likely be done at a di↵erent
p
sNN , which

generates an additional scale uncertainty due to the fact
that the O-O process will be probed at a smaller x value
due to the skewness parameter ⇠ becoming smaller.

Figures 9, 10 and 11 present our NLO pQCD predic-
tions for R

O/Pb evaluated at six di↵erent values of the
scale µ ranging from µ = 1.55 GeV to µ = 3.1 GeV
using the EPPS21, nNNPDF3.0 and nCTEQ15WZSIH
nPDFs, respectively. One can see from the figures that
the relative scale uncertainty seems to be the smallest
for EPPS21 and nCTEQ15WZSIH at y ⇡ 0, which then
grows slightly towards backward and forward rapidities.
However, in the nNNPDF3.0 case the situation is re-
versed due to the almost exact cancellation of the photo-
production amplitude for the O-O process at central ra-
pidity. Moreover, depending on the energy, the EPPS21
nPDF set produces a node at y ⇡ ±1.1 or y ⇡ ±1.8,
where all the scales except for the lowest µ = mc seem
to agree with each other. Such a node is missing in the
results given by nNNPDF3.0 or nCTEQ15WZSIH. In ad-
dition, we would like to point out that our predictions for
R

O/Pb for each nPDF set separately tend to cluster to-
gether at higher values of µ.

To quantify the magnitude of the relative scale de-
pendence, we consider the super-ratio of ratios R

O/Pb

at y = 0, which are evaluated at µ = MJ/ and µ = mc,

R
O/Pb

scale
=

R
O/Pb(µ = MJ/ )

RO/Pb(µ = mc)
. (17)

The results for RO/Pb

scale
are presented in Table I. One can

see from the table that for all three sets of nPDFs, the

scale uncertainty of RO/Pb

scale
is smaller by approximately a

factor of 10 than that of the predictions for the individual
Pb-Pb and O-O UPC cross sections (the exact size of
the reduction in the scale dependence depends on the
particular nPDF set and

p
sNN ). The scale uncertainty

also increases, when
p
sNN is increased, since at higher

energies one probes the nPDFs at progressively smaller
x, where the scale evolution of the nPDFs is faster.

TABLE I. The ratios R
O/Pb(µ = MJ/ )/R

O/Pb(µ = mc)
at y = 0 for EPPS21, nNNPDF3.0, and nCTEQ15WZSIH
nPDFs for four values of the collision energy

p
sNN , which is

taken to be the same for O-O and Pb-Pb runs.
p
sNN EPPS21 nNNPDF3.0 nCTEQ15WZSIH

2.76 TeV 0.7 51.5 1.2
5.02 TeV 0.6 86.1 1.5
6.37 TeV 0.5 90.6 1.7
7.00 TeV 0.5 91.4 1.8

One can see from the table that the scale uncertainty

characterized by the ratio R
O/Pb

scale
of Eq. (17) turns out

to be very large in the case of nNNPDF3.0 nPDFs. This
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FIG. 8. The breakdown of the NLO pQCD predictions for the d�(O + O ! O + J/ + O)/dy cross section of coherent J/ 

photoproduction in O-O UPCs as a function of the rapidity y into the contribution of di↵erent parton channels: gluon (dashed
orange curve), quark (green dotted curve), and their interference (red dash-dot curve); the solid blue curve is the full result.
The calculation uses the EPPS21 nPDFs at µ = 2.39 GeV. The di↵erent panels correspond to

p
sNN = 2.76, 5.02, 6.37 and

7 TeV.

pidities. We have checked that this trend also persists
for the nNNPDF3.0 and nCTEQ15WZSIH nPDFs.

Lastly, a few words about the feasibility of measure-
ments of this process in O-O UPCs. Experimentally the
d�

coh

J/ 
/dy rapidity di↵erential cross section for the coher-

ent photoproduction of J/ in the lepton channel l+l�

is given by [38]

d�
coh

J/ 

dy
=

N
coh

J/ 

E�l+l�Lint�y
, (14)

where N coh

J/ 
is the yield, i.e., the number of observed J/ 

particles, E is the combined acceptance and e�ciency of
the detector, �l+l� is the branching ratio to the desired
final state l

+
l
�, Lint is the integrated luminosity, and

�y is the width of the rapidity interval under consider-
ation. By considering only the central rapidity and the
the muon channel with �l+l� = 5.961% [47] and taking
the values given in [38], E = 4.57 %, �y = 1.8, and
N

coh

J/ 
= 250, together with d�

coh

J/ 
/dy = 2 µb from Fig. 6,

we can estimate the required integrated luminosity Lint

to be

Lint ⇡ 25.5⇥ 103
1

µb
. (15)

It was discussed in Ref. [25] that in the high luminos-
ity O-O run at the LHC, the average luminosity would

be hLAAi = 8.99 ⇥ 1030 cm�2s�1. This means that in a
specialized 24-hour O-O run at ALICE, the integrated lu-
minosity would be approximately 7.8⇥105 µb�1 resulting
in approximately 7.5⇥ 103 J/ ’s making the experimen-
tal data acquisition more than feasible. Unfortunately,
at the proposed short data acquisition during Run 3, one
would most likely acquire only the integrated luminosity
of 500 µb�1, which means that one expects to see only
five events [25].

D. Ratios of O-O and Pb-Pb UPC cross sections

Our results presented above indicate that the scale de-
pendence is considerable for both O-O and Pb-Pb col-
lision systems. To reduce it, we examine the following
scaled ratio of the O-O and Pb-Pb UPC cross section,

R
O/Pb =

✓
208ZPb

16ZO

◆2
d�(O + O ! O+ J/ +O)/dy

d�(Pb + Pb ! Pb + J/ + Pb)/dy
(16)

where the factor of [(208ZPb/(16ZO)]2 is introduced to
remove the e↵ects of the Z

2 scaling of the photon flux
and the A

2 scaling of the nuclear form factor squared.
Since the hard scattering part is the same for both O-O
and Pb-Pb scatterings, the scale dependence, which we
expect to see in this ratio, comes from the underlying

Eskola, Flett, Guzey, Löytäinen, Paukkunen, 
arXiv:2210.16048 [hep-ph]
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NLO pQCD predictions for ϒ photoproduction in 
Pb-Pb UPCs at LHC  

• These issues are much milder for ϒ photoproduction: NLO corrections are 
moderate, the gluons dominate the cross section, GPD modeling benefits from 
longer µ2 evolution up to bottom quark mass µ=mb, relativistic effects smaller. 

11

Fig. 7 Data-driven NLO pQCD prediction for the rapidity-di↵erential cross section for exclusive coherent ⌥ photoproduction
in Pb + Pb UPCs as a function of the ⌥ rapidity y at

p
sNN = 5.02 TeV. We use the nuclear and proton GPDs constructed

from the EPPS21 nPDFs and CT18ANLO proton PDFs, respectively, obtained via the Shuvaev transform (the curves labeled
“nGPD”). For comparison, we also show the results based on the ⇠ = 0 limit of the used GPDs (the curves labeled “nPDF”).
The blue dot-dashed line represents the central prediction with µ = mb and the blue band gives the propagated uncertainties
of the nuclear and proton PDFs. The predictions for µ = mb/2 (dotted) and µ = 2mb (dashed) are also shown. The upper
x-axis shows the values of W+ for each y. The vertical dashed lines denote the points |y| = 2, beyond which the results are
sensitive to low W where ��p!⌥p

fit (W ) is an extrapolation.

as large as several hundreds. The absolute value can,
however, be mostly explained through the proton and
nuclear form factors. To see this and to provide a closer
comparison with nuclear modifications of nPDFs, one
can eliminate the e↵ects of the nuclear and the proton
form factors in the R(W ) ratio by rescaling it by the
factor of R0(W ),

R0(W ) =
1/B⌥ (W )R1

|tmin| dt |FA(�t)|2
, (20)

where B⌥ (W ) is the slope of the t dependence of the �+
p ! ⌥+p di↵erential cross section in Eq. (14) and FA(t)
is the nuclear form factor in Eq. (5). Note that R0(W )
depends on W+ through |tmin| = m2

N (M⌥ /W+)4 and
B⌥ (W+). In the lower panel of Fig. 8, we present the
scaled R(W ) ratio, i.e., the product R(W ) ⇥ R0(W ),
as a function of W+ by the red solid curve. The prop-
agated nuclear and free proton PDF uncertainties are
given by the red shaded band. One can see from the
figure that as a function of ⇠+, R(W )⇥R0(W ) exhibits
significant suppression for small ⇠+ < 0.05 and a ⇠ 10%
enhancement at ⇠+ ⇠ 0.1. This behaviour reflects the
characteristic nuclear modifications of nPDFs associ-
ated with nuclear shadowing at small x and nuclear
anti-shadowing at x ⇠ 0.1. To highlight the latter point,
we also show the squared EPPS21 nuclear modification

factors for the gluon and quark singlet,

R2
g(⇠, µF ) =


gA(⇠, µF )

gp(⇠, µF )

�2
, (21)

R2
q(⇠, µF ) =


qSA(⇠, µF )

qSp (⇠, µF )

�2
, (22)

as a function of ⇠ = ⇠+, where gA (qSA) and gp (qSp ) are
the gluon (quark-singlet) distributions per nucleon in
the nucleus and the free proton, respectively. The cor-
responding shaded bands represent the EPPS21 nPDF
uncertainties of these ratios. One can see that the shape
and normalization of both R2

g(⇠) and R2
q(⇠) is similar

to those of R(W ) ⇥ R0(W ). Moreover, because of the
dominance of the gluon-initiated contribution over the
quark one, see Fig. 4, and the flat shape of the gluon
nuclear modifications at small x, the values of R(W )⇥
R0(W ) and R2

g(⇠) become very close for ⇠+  10�3

(W+ > 200 GeV).

4.4 Feasibility of the measurement of ⌥
photoproduction in Pb + Pb UPCs at the LHC

Having now obtained an educated estimate for the ⌥
cross section in Pb + Pb collisions, we will here check
to what extent an experimental measurement of the
process would be feasible. To this end, we lean on the
exclusive ⌥ p+Pb measurement by the CMS collabora-
tion [30] at

p
sNN = 5.02TeV. This measurement with

• Nevertheless, NLO pQCD under-predicts by factor ~2 the 𝛾+p→ϒ+p cross 
section measured at HERA and in p-p and p-Pb UPCs at the LHC.

• Data-driven approach: NLO pQCD for 
the ratio of nucleus and proton cross 
sections + proton cross sect. from fit.

6

Fig. 1 The gluon (left panel) and quark singlet (right panel) GPDs (blue curves) F g(x, ⇠) and F q,S(x, ⇠) with ⇠ ⇡ 10�3

obtained through the Shuvaev transformation, compared with PDFs xg(x) and qS(x) (orange dashed curves) at µF = mb as a
function of x. In addition, we also present the distributions (x+ ⇠)g(x+ ⇠) and qS(x+ ⇠) (green dotted curves).

in NLO in pQCD, and the � + p ! ⌥ + p cross sec-
tion fitted to the available HERA [26,27,28] and LHC
data [29],

��Pb!⌥Pb(W ) =


��Pb!⌥Pb(W )

��p!⌥p(W )

�

pQCD

��p!⌥p
fit (W ) .

(17)

Using a simple power-like ansatz for ��p!⌥p
fit (W ) with

an additional factor parametrizing the behavior of the
cross section near the kinematic threshold [53], one ob-
tains [54]

��p!⌥p
fit (W ) =

0.902 nbGeV�2

B⌥ (W )


1�

(M⌥ +mN )2

W 2

�1.5

⇥

 
W 2

fW 2
0

!0.447

, (18)

with fW0 = 100 GeV. Note that while the 2018 CMS
data [30] have not been included in the fit, they are
nevertheless well reproduced, see Fig. 2 ahead. One way
to interpret Eq. (17) is that we supplement the fitted
� + p ! ⌥ + p cross sections by the theoretical nuclear
modification R(W ),

R(W ) =


��Pb!⌥Pb(W )

��p!⌥p(W )

�

pQCD

, (19)

which can be anticipated to carry a reduced dependence
on the choice of the factorization scale and on the ex-
plicit modeling of GPDs. In the first approximation,
these e↵ects cancel in R(W ) and it becomes mainly
sensitive to the PDFs of protons and nuclei. Alterna-
tively, one can interpret that in Eq. (17) one rescales the

calculated � + Pb ! ⌥ + Pb cross sections by a factor
that is needed to match the calculated � + p ! ⌥ + p
cross sections with the experimental ones – an e↵ec-
tive “K factor”. In what follows, we will call the cross
sections computed through Eq. (17) the “data-driven”
ones, in contrast to the “standard” pQCD predictions
calculated without any reference to experimental data.
The approach here is similar in spirit to the leading-
order pQCD analysis of the nuclear suppression factor
for exclusive J/ photoproduction in Pb+Pb collisions
introduced and discussed in Refs. [53,55,56].

4 Results

In this section, we present and discuss our results for
the ⌥ photoproduction process on the proton, � + p !

⌥+p, and the rapidity-di↵erential ⌥ spectra in Pb+Pb
UPCs, Pb + Pb ! Pb + ⌥ + Pb. To estimate the
sensitivity of our predictions to higher-order pertur-
bative corrections, we adopt a standard, conservative
prescription and vary the factorization and renormal-
ization scales together in the interval of µF = µR 2

{1/2, 1, 2} ⇥ mb. As input proton and nuclear PDFs,
we use CT18ANLO [45] and EPPS21 [21] PDFs, re-
spectively, from the LHAPDF interface [46]. The corre-
sponding GPDs are obtained using the Shuvaev trans-
form as discussed in Sec. 2.2. Note that we use the ver-
sion “A” of the CT18NLO analysis since this was the
free proton baseline used in the EPPS21 nPDF anal-
ysis. It di↵ers from the default CT18NLO mainly in
the strange quark distributions. In the first instance we
make NLO predictions following the standard pQCD

• Scale uncertainty is reduced 
→ smaller than propagated 
errors of nPDFs. 

• Dependence on modeling of 
nuclear GPDs is eliminated → 
important for nPDF 
phenomenology.  
Eskola, Flett, Guzey, Löytäinen, Paukkunen, 
arXiv:2303.03007 [hep-ph]
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Tamed collinear factorization: gluons in proton  
• Stability of perturbation series for exclusive J/𝜓 photoproduction in NLO 
pQCD can be improved by “resummation” of ln(mc2/µF2) ln(1/𝜉) terms and Q0 
subtraction, Jones, Martin, Ryskin, Teubner, J. Phys. G 43 (3) (2016) 035002 and EPJC 76 (2016) 633.

• Restores the gluon dominance and allows for sensible comparison to HERA 
and UPC data on 𝛾+p→J/𝜓+p, Flett, Jones, Martin, Ryskin, Teubner, PRD 101 (2020) 9, 094011.
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Figure 4: The description of the J/ photoproduction HERA [20] and LHCb [23] data based on
using the central value of the global gluon PDF from the three global parton analyses [1, 2, 3] for
x > 0.001. The red, blue and green solid and dotted lines show the spread of descriptions based
on the power fit, using the ± 1� errors for the parameters. We also show by dashed lines the cross
section predictions obtained using the current central values of the global gluons for all x.

with W0 = 90 GeV and ↵
0
P = 0.06 GeV�2. This parametrisation grows more slowly with W

than the formula used by H1 [20], but is still compatible with the HERA data. We have chosen

the slope parameter ↵0
P to be compatible with Model 4 of [27] which fits a wider variety of

data.

To set the scene, we first use eq. (1) at LO and NLO to generate and compare cross section

predictions using the existing LO and NLO partons from [1, 2, 3], respectively, for the x-range

where we have used exclusive J/ data from H1, ZEUS and LHCb. In this way, we are able to

quantify the scale dependence of the theoretical prediction as well as the size of the NLO result

relative to the LO one. In Fig. 3, we show such a comparison using CT14 partons [3]. Our

choice of scales is explained in [18]. The NLO scale variation is smaller than that at LO and

a better description of the HERA data is obtained with the NLO result. The plot emphasises

that in the region where the current PDFs are well constrained, it is still crucial to use the

NLO description. It is reassuring and non-trivial that our NLO prediction, with the ‘optimum’

scale choice, agrees well with the HERA data.

We now determine the low-x gluon by performing a two-parameter (� and n, as defined in

eq. (6)) fit of all the �(�p ! J/ + p) LHCb and HERA data with x < 0.001 using, as input,

NLO parton PDFs from [1, 2, 3]. The results are shown in Table 1 and Fig. 4.
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• Allows to use the data to extract gluon PDF at small x, Flett, Martin, Ryskin, Teubner, 
PRD 102 (2020) 114021

which will be used in the present note to extract the behaviour of the gluon in the low x region

(x < 10�3) from the exclusive J/ LHCb data [23] (as well as HERA photoproduction data

that lie in this region).

As was shown in [19], after the kt < Q0 subtraction the quark contribution to this process

is negligibly small in this x region. Thus we determine just the gluon PDF and use the quark

PDF from the existing global fits.

Of course, at the moment, global PDF analyses are performed to NNLO accuracy. However,

as a first step, we start fitting the J/ data at NLO. In the future this approach can be extended

to NNLO.2

The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we describe the ansatz that we will use

to parametrize the NLO gluon PDF in the collinear factorization scheme in the low x domain,

x < 0.001. In Section 3, after a brief discussion of the exclusive J/ data, we describe how

we determine the low x gluon directly from the data. In Section 4, we compare the results

we find for the low x gluon with those obtained by reweighting the NNPDF gluon using the

D-meson LHCb data. Finally, in Section 5, we provide a reweighting of the NNPDF3.0 gluon

via the exclusive J/ data and compare and contrast this with the gluon obtained from the

above alternative approaches. Our conclusions are briefly summarized in Section 6.

2 Ansatz for the low x gluon

It was demonstrated in [19] that the di↵ractive J/ cross section is driven by the Generalised

Parton Distributions, GPD(X + ⇠, X � ⇠), of the gluon with X ' ⇠, see Fig. 1. That is, to

describe the LHCb data, we e↵ectively need the gluon in the region of low x ' X + ⇠ only. So

it is su�cient to parametrize the gluon in the region x < 10�3. On the other hand the Shuvaev

transform, that relates the GPD to the conventional collinear gluon PDF, includes an integral

over the whole x < 1 interval. Moreover, the transform was derived assuming that the gluon

had a smooth analytical behaviour with the property that g(x) ! 0 as x ! 1. In order to

satisfy these requirements we choose the following ansatz for the conventional gluon PDF,

xg(x, µ
2

0
) = C xg

global(x, µ
2

0
) + (1 � C) xg

new(x, µ
2

0
) (4)

with C =
x
2

x2 + x2

0

, (5)

and where xg
global is the value of the gluon PDF obtained in a global PDF analysis. The

simplest low x form for the gluon would be

xg
new(x, µ

2

0
) = nN0 (1 � x) x

��
, (6)

2This would require knowledge of the 2-loop hard scattering coe�cient function.
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(x < 10�3) from the exclusive J/ LHCb data [23] (as well as HERA photoproduction data

that lie in this region).

As was shown in [19], after the kt < Q0 subtraction the quark contribution to this process

is negligibly small in this x region. Thus we determine just the gluon PDF and use the quark

PDF from the existing global fits.

Of course, at the moment, global PDF analyses are performed to NNLO accuracy. However,

as a first step, we start fitting the J/ data at NLO. In the future this approach can be extended

to NNLO.2

The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we describe the ansatz that we will use

to parametrize the NLO gluon PDF in the collinear factorization scheme in the low x domain,

x < 0.001. In Section 3, after a brief discussion of the exclusive J/ data, we describe how

we determine the low x gluon directly from the data. In Section 4, we compare the results

we find for the low x gluon with those obtained by reweighting the NNPDF gluon using the

D-meson LHCb data. Finally, in Section 5, we provide a reweighting of the NNPDF3.0 gluon

via the exclusive J/ data and compare and contrast this with the gluon obtained from the

above alternative approaches. Our conclusions are briefly summarized in Section 6.

2 Ansatz for the low x gluon

It was demonstrated in [19] that the di↵ractive J/ cross section is driven by the Generalised

Parton Distributions, GPD(X + ⇠, X � ⇠), of the gluon with X ' ⇠, see Fig. 1. That is, to

describe the LHCb data, we e↵ectively need the gluon in the region of low x ' X + ⇠ only. So

it is su�cient to parametrize the gluon in the region x < 10�3. On the other hand the Shuvaev

transform, that relates the GPD to the conventional collinear gluon PDF, includes an integral

over the whole x < 1 interval. Moreover, the transform was derived assuming that the gluon

had a smooth analytical behaviour with the property that g(x) ! 0 as x ! 1. In order to

satisfy these requirements we choose the following ansatz for the conventional gluon PDF,

xg(x, µ
2

0
) = C xg

global(x, µ
2

0
) + (1 � C) xg

new(x, µ
2

0
) (4)

with C =
x
2

x2 + x2

0

, (5)

and where xg
global is the value of the gluon PDF obtained in a global PDF analysis. The

simplest low x form for the gluon would be

xg
new(x, µ

2

0
) = nN0 (1 � x) x

��
, (6)

2This would require knowledge of the 2-loop hard scattering coe�cient function.

4

• Constraints on xgp for 3×10-6<x<10-3 

• No signs of saturation 

• Predictions for ϒ, Flett, Jones, Martin, Ryskin, 
Teubner, PRD 105 (2022) 3, 034008; PRD 106 (2022) 7, 074021

Shown LHCb data: Aaij et al [LHCb], J. Phys. G41 (2014) 055002 
and JHEP 1810 (2018) 167.
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Exclusive J/𝜓 photoproduction in dipole picture   

3

Assuming a large and smooth nucleus the averaged
amplitude required to compute coherent J/ production
reads [15]

⌦
A(xP, Q

2,�T )
↵
N
=

Z
dz

4⇡
d2rT d2bT e

�ibT ·�T

⇥[ ⇤
V ](r,Q

2, z) 2 [1� exp {�2⇡BpATA(b)N (r, xP)}] .
(12)

At large �t = �T
2 the cross section is almost purely

incoherent. Thus the incoherent cross section can at large
|t| be computed as the total quasielastic cross section, by
first squaring and then averaging the amplitude. The
result is derived e.g. in Ref. [18] and reads

D
|Aqq̄|

2 (xP, Q
2,�T )

E

N
= 16⇡BpA

Z
d2bT

⇥

Z
d2rT d2rT

0 dz

4⇡

dz0

4⇡
[ ⇤

V ](r,Q
2, z)[ ⇤

V ](r
0, Q2, z0)

⇥ e�Bp�T
2

e�2⇡BpATA(b)[N (r)+N (r0)]

⇥

✓
⇡BpN (r)N (r0)TA(b)

1� 2⇡BpTA(b) [N (r) +N (r0)]

◆
. (13)

Following Ref. [23] we factorize the di↵ractive vector
meson production cross section in nucleus-nucleus (or
proton-nucleus) collisions to the product of the equiv-
alent photon flux generated by one of the nuclei and the
photon-nucleus cross section:

�AA!J/ A =

Z
d!

n(!)

!
��A!J/ A(!). (14)

Here ��A!J/ A is the di↵ractive photon-nucleus cross
section, ! = (MV /2)ey is the energy of the photon in
the collider frame and MV and y are the vector meson
mass and rapidity. The explicit expression for the photon
flux n(!) (integrated over the impact parameter of the
AA-collision bAA

T > 2RA) can be found in Ref. [23]. In
nucleus-nucleus collisions both nuclei can act as a source
of photons that scatter o↵ the other nucleus:

d�A1A2!J/ A

dy
= nA2(y)��A1(y) + nA1(�y)��A2(�y).

(15)
In proton-nucleus collisions the photon flux generated

by a nucleus is computed requiring that the impact pa-
rameter is larger than RA. The proton can also act as a
photon source, and the photon flux generated by a pro-
ton is computed as in Ref. [23]. As the photon flux is
proportional to the charge squared, the process where
the photon is emitted from the nucleus dominates.

The kinematics of di↵ractive vector meson production
is such that the gluon xP probed by the real photon is
xP = MV e�y/

p
sNN. At forward and backward rapidi-

ties we have two di↵erent contributions: either a small-
x photon scatters o↵ a large-x gluon or vice versa. At

FIG. 1: The coherent di↵ractive J/ photoproduction (Q2
=

0 GeV
2
) cross section in lead-lead collisions at

p
sNN = 2.76

TeV computed using fIPsat and IIM parametrizations and

Boosted Gaussian (thin blue lines) and Gaus-LC (thick black

lines) wavefunctions compared with the ALICE data [8, 24].

FIG. 2: The incoherent di↵ractive J/ photoproduction

cross section in lead-lead collisions at
p
sNN = 2.76 TeV com-

puted using fIPsat and IIM parametrizations and Boosted

Gaussian (thin blue lines) and Gaus-LC (thick black lines)

wavefunctions.

midrapidity we only probe small-x structure of the nu-
cleus. Our results should be most reliable in that region.
At the LHC

p
sNN = 2.76 TeV, and for J/ production

xP ⇡ 0.001 at y = 0.

• Space-time picture of strong interaction at high energies in target rest frame 
→ photon is a superposition of long-lived qq̄, qq̄g,… dipoles. 

• Dipoles successively, elastically scatter on target nucleons → high-energy 
factorization for 𝛾+A→J/𝜓+A amplitude: 

SciPost Physics Submission

Here we continue our investigations [9,10], with a nuclear dipole cross section which is based on
its free-nucleon counterpart obtained through fits to HERA data [11,12].
In Refs. [9, 10], we used the dipole-nucleus amplitudes obtained from applying the rules of an
extended Glauber-theory to color dipoles as a set of eigenstates of the scattering [13]. In particular,
the dipole-nucleus amplitude in impact parameter space is obtained as [13,14]:

�A(x , b, r ) = 1� SA(x , b, r ) , with SA(x , b, r ) = exp
î
� 1

2
�(x , r )TA(b)
ó

. (2)

Above, TA(b) =
R1
�1 dznA(
p

b2 + z2) is the optical thickness of the nucleus of mass number A at
impact parameter b, with the nuclear matter density nA(R) being normalized as

R
d3~R nA(R) = A.

The formula Eq.2 corresponds to a summation of diagrams of the type shown in Fig. 1a. It takes
into account the multiple scattering of the cc̄-dipole on the constituent protons and neutrons of
the nucleus.
In the midrapidity region the maximum of the �A-cm energy accessible in the collision is obtained.
Roughly we have there W ⇠ 100 GeV. With increasing energy, the coherency condition lc � RA
will be satisfied not only by the cc̄-state, but also by higher cc̄ g states shown in in Fig. 1b. In the
language of Glauber–Gribov theory, these correspond to inealastic shadowing corrections induced
by high–mass diffractive states.
In this work we wish to address the possible role of these high mass states, restricting ourselves
to the cc̄ g component.

a) b)

Figure 1: Coherent photoproduction of a vector meson in which the nucleus stays in its
ground state.

2 Contribution of the cc̄ g Fock state

In this section we briefly review how higher Fock-states are accounted for in the color-dipole
formalism. For the problem at hand, the Fock-state expansion of the photon reads, schematically

|�i=
∆

Zg cc̄ |cc̄i+ cc̄ g |cc̄ gi+ . . . . (3)

Here  cc̄ , cc̄ g are the light-front wavefunctions (WFs) of the two- and three-body Fock states
respectively. Virtual corrections induce the renormalization of the cc̄ state by the (formally di-
vergent) factor

∆
Zg . For gluons which carry a small light-cone momentum fraction zg ⌧ 1, the

three-body WF takes a factorized form,  cc̄ g =  cc̄ ( cg � c̄ g).

2
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FIG. 4: Rapidity dependent cross section dσ/dy for exclusive production of J/ψ in 208Pb208Pb-

collisions at per-nucleon cms energy
√
sNN = 2.76TeV. The data are from ALICE [2, 3] and CMS

[4].

V. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

In this paper we have presented calculations using the Glauber-Gribov theory for coherent
exclusive photoproduction of J/ψ-mesons on heavy nuclei within the color dipole approach.
The dipole cross sections which we utilize have all been obtained from fitting inclusive
deep-inelastic structure function data from HERA. We first calculated the total elastic pho-
toproduction of J/ψ on the free nucleon comparing to the data available from fixed-target
epxeriments, from the H1 and ZEUS collaborations at HERA as well as to data extracted
from pp or pA collisions by the LHCB and ALICE collaborations. All the three dipole
cross sections used in this work give a reasonable description of the data, up to and in-
cluding the HERA energy range, when used together with the so-called “boosted Gaussian”
parametrization of the J/ψ wave function. The higher energy data extracted mainly by the
LHCb collaboration from exclusive pp collisions are not well described.
We have applied our results to the exclusive J/ψ production in heavy-ion (lead-lead) colli-
sions at the energies

√
sNN = 2.76GeV and

√
sNN = 5.02GeV,

The color dipoles play the role of the eigenstates of the scattering matrix and take into
account the inelastic shadowing corrections. We have taken into account the rescattering of
a cc̄ dipole in the nucleus taking into account the real part of the free nucleon amplitude
consistent with the rules of Glauber theory.
Although there is substantial uncertainty as to how to include the skewedness correction in
to the nuclear amplitude, the description of published and preliminary data can be regarded
satisfactory. However the data point taken by ALICE at midrapidity for

√
sNN = 2.76TeV is

overpredicted. This seems to point to the fact that rescattering of the cc̄ dipole is insufficient
at energies WγA ∼ 100GeV or x ∼ 0.001.
We believe that explicit account of higher Fock-states is necessary in this kinematic region.
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• This implementation over-predicts the data at y=0 → nuclear shadowing due 
to rescattering of small dipoles with <rT>~0.3 fm is too weak. 

Lappi, Mäntysaari, PRC 87 (2013) 3, 032201

Overlap of photon (QED) and 
J/𝜓 (model) wf’s Dipole cross 

section from fits to 
HERA Luszczak, Schäfer, PRC 99 (2019) 4, 044905
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Dipole picture: role of qq̄g dipoles  
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Figure 2: The total cross section for the diffractive photoproduction of J/ on the lead
nucleus. The data points are taken from Ref. [20].

In Fig.3a) we compare to data of ALICE and CMS at psNN = 2.76 TeV, while Fig.3b) we show the
comparison with data of LHCb and ALICE at psNN = 5.02 TeV, .
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Figure 3: Rapidity dependent cross section fro the coherent photoproduction of J/ 
in lead-lead collisions for two different energies. The thick dashed curve contains the
cc̄ g-state with Rc = 0.215 fm.

5

• Small-<rT> qq̄ dipoles provide higher-twist contribution to 𝛾+A→J/𝜓+A as well 
as to other nuclear observables, e.g. longitudinal structure function FLA(x,Q2), 
Frankfurt, Guzey, McDermott, Strikman, JHEP 02 (2002) 027  

• Need to include higher qq̄g Fock 
states → 3-body “dipole” cross section 
and wave function.

SciPost Physics Submission

Here we continue our investigations [9,10], with a nuclear dipole cross section which is based on
its free-nucleon counterpart obtained through fits to HERA data [11,12].
In Refs. [9, 10], we used the dipole-nucleus amplitudes obtained from applying the rules of an
extended Glauber-theory to color dipoles as a set of eigenstates of the scattering [13]. In particular,
the dipole-nucleus amplitude in impact parameter space is obtained as [13,14]:

�A(x , b, r ) = 1� SA(x , b, r ) , with SA(x , b, r ) = exp
î
� 1

2
�(x , r )TA(b)
ó

. (2)

Above, TA(b) =
R1
�1 dznA(
p

b2 + z2) is the optical thickness of the nucleus of mass number A at
impact parameter b, with the nuclear matter density nA(R) being normalized as

R
d3~R nA(R) = A.

The formula Eq.2 corresponds to a summation of diagrams of the type shown in Fig. 1a. It takes
into account the multiple scattering of the cc̄-dipole on the constituent protons and neutrons of
the nucleus.
In the midrapidity region the maximum of the �A-cm energy accessible in the collision is obtained.
Roughly we have there W ⇠ 100 GeV. With increasing energy, the coherency condition lc � RA
will be satisfied not only by the cc̄-state, but also by higher cc̄ g states shown in in Fig. 1b. In the
language of Glauber–Gribov theory, these correspond to inealastic shadowing corrections induced
by high–mass diffractive states.
In this work we wish to address the possible role of these high mass states, restricting ourselves
to the cc̄ g component.

a) b)

Figure 1: Coherent photoproduction of a vector meson in which the nucleus stays in its
ground state.

2 Contribution of the cc̄ g Fock state

In this section we briefly review how higher Fock-states are accounted for in the color-dipole
formalism. For the problem at hand, the Fock-state expansion of the photon reads, schematically

|�i=
∆

Zg cc̄ |cc̄i+ cc̄ g |cc̄ gi+ . . . . (3)

Here  cc̄ , cc̄ g are the light-front wavefunctions (WFs) of the two- and three-body Fock states
respectively. Virtual corrections induce the renormalization of the cc̄ state by the (formally di-
vergent) factor

∆
Zg . For gluons which carry a small light-cone momentum fraction zg ⌧ 1, the

three-body WF takes a factorized form,  cc̄ g =  cc̄ ( cg � c̄ g).

2

Luszczak, Schäfer, SciPost Phys.Proc. 8 (2022) 
109, arXiv:2108.06788 [hep-ph]

Kopeliovich, Krelina, Nemchik, Potashnikova, 
PRD 107  (2023) 5, 054005

• Good description of data → includes elastic and inelastic nuclear shadowing.
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FIG. 2: Rapidity distributions of coherent (left panels) and incoherent (right panels) charmonium photo-production in UPC at
RHIC collision energy

p
sN = 200 GeV (top panels) and at LHC energies

p
sN = 2.76 TeV (middle panels) and

p
sN = 5.02 TeV

(bottom panels). The nuclear cross sections are calculated with charmonium wave functions generated by the POW (thin lines)
and BT (thick lines) potentials and with GBW (solid lines), KST (dashed lines) and BGBK (dotted lines) models for the dipole
cross section. The data are taken from PHENIX [52], CMS [53], ALICE [54–58] and LHCb [59, 60] collaborations.
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Dipole picture: saturation in nuclei   
• Nuclear geometry in initial condition for Balitsky-
Kovchegov equation → saturation in nuclei, but not 
necessarily in nucleons → good agreement with data.

D. Bendova, J. Cepila, J.G. Contreras et al. Physics Letters B 817 (2021) 136306

Fig. 1. Left: Cross section for the coherent photoproduction of a J/ψ vector meson off a Pb target as a function of |t| at a centre-of-mass energy of the γ Pb system Wγ Pb = 121
GeV. Right: Energy dependence for the cross section integrated over |t|.

Fig. 2. Cross section for the coherent photoproduction of a J/ψ vector meson in ultra-peripheral Pb–Pb collisions at √sNN = 2.76 TeV (left) and √sNN = 5.02 TeV (right) 
corresponding to LHC energies during the Run 1 and Run 2 periods, respectively. The predictions are compared with data from the ALICE [31–33] and CMS [34] collaborations 
as well as with preliminary results from the LHCb collaboration [35].

which in our model is 0.609 GeV2 [26]. For the photoproduction of 
J/ψ , Q 2 can be identified with M2

J/ψ/4 (see e.g. [1]). This means 
that the ratio Q 2/Q 2

0 is in this case constant, which implies in our 
approach a reinterpretation of x0 → x′ Q 2/Q 2

0 with x′ a constant 
fixed by x0, MJ/ψ and Q 0.

The predictions shown in Fig. 2 cover a restricted range in ra-
pidity. The origin of this limitation is that the initial condition for 
the evolution of the dipole scattering amplitude in the BK equa-
tion corresponds to an initial value of x0 = 0.008. Inserting this 
into W 2

γ Pb = M2
J/ψ/x and using Eq. (5) produces a lower limit in y

for Eq. (4).
This type of computations involves a series of choices for 

which, at the moment, there is no definitive theoretical guidance. 
Nonetheless, once a choice is made to describe an observable, it 
should be kept fixed in order to have consistent predictions across 
observables. The approach followed here to compare the predic-
tions from the b-BK-A and b-BK-GG is consistent in the sense that 
the same wave functions and the same corrections are used.

Using a different prescription for the wave function has as the 
main effect the change of the normalisation of the cross sec-
tion, see e.g. [11]. The prescription we chose is, for consistency, 
the same as in our previous work [23] where we compared our 
approach to HERA data. Recent developments arguing for the in-
clusion of D-wave effects find that mainly the excited states are 
affected and the change in the 1S state is less important [41].

There are also several prescriptions for the argument of the 
running coupling constant. For consistency with our previous re-
sults, we use the smallest-dipole prescription, but note that other 
prescriptions have also been used to described data, e.g. [39].

The saturation scale in the initial condition of the b-BK-A model 
is fixed by the central value of the EPPS16 set [42] which embodies 
most of the knowledge, both at the experimental and the theo-
retical level, that we currently have about the structure of nuclei. 
The evolution of this saturation scale is completely determined by 
the BK equation. The internal parameters not directly related to 
the targets take the same values in both cases and the subjacent 
QCD input, namely the BK equation with the collinear corrections, 
is the same. Furthermore, this implementation of the BK equation 
and the corresponding solutions including the impact-parameter 
dependence avoids the introduction of ad hoc parameters or as-
sumptions to describe the distribution of matter in the plane trans-
verse to the γ A interaction. The solutions for the proton case used 
in the b-BK-GG approach described correctly photo and electropro-
duction data from HERA [23].

The cross sections shown in Fig. 1 (left) demonstrate the pres-
ence of diffractive dips. The location of the dips has been put for-
ward as a signature of saturation in γ p [43] and γ A collision [44]. 
The facts that the position of the dip changes according to whether 
a Glauber-Gribov prescription is used or not, and that the change 
is larger than that observed in [44] between the saturation and the 
no-saturation cases, casts a warning on the use of this observable.

3

Bendova, Cepila, Contreras, Matas, PLB 817 (2021)  136306
INVESTIGATION OF DIFFRACTIVE PHOTOPRODUCTION . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 90, 015203 (2014)
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Rapidity distribution for the diffractive photoproduction of J/! in PbPb collisions at (a)
√

s = 2.76 TeV and (b)√
s = 5.5 TeV. Data are from the ALICE Collaboration [20,21].

LHCb Collaboration [22,23]. As demonstrated in Fig. 2(b),
these differences increase with energy. This motivates future
experimental analysis of this process in order to constrain
the dipole-proton scattering amplitude and, consequently, the
QCD dynamics at high energies.

In Fig. 3 we present our predictions for the rapidity
distribution for the diffractive photoproduction of J/! in
PbPb collisions at (a)

√
s = 2.76 TeV and (b)

√
s = 5.5 TeV. In

this case the cross sections are calculated in terms of the dipole-
nucleus scattering amplitude given in Eq. (10). Similarly to
the pp case, we obtain that the distinct predictions largely
differ at central rapidities, which is directly associated with the
behavior observed in Fig. 1(b) for γ Pb collisions. We obtain
that the bCGC NEW prediction is able to describe the current
ALICE data [20,21], in contrast with the other predictions
which overestimate the data for Y = 0. In particular, the rcBK
prediction is not able to describe the data, in agreement with
the results obtained in Ref. [12]. As observed in Fig. 3(b)
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Rapidity distribution for the diffractive
photoproduction of J/! in pPb collisions at

√
s = 5 TeV.

the difference between the predictions is amplified at larger
energies. In Fig. 4 we present our predictions for the rapidity
distribution for the diffractive photoproduction of J/! in pPb
collisions at

√
s = 5 TeV. As expected, the rapidity distribution

is asymmetric about midrapidity (Y = 0), being dominated
by γp interactions, due to the Z2 enhancement present in
the nuclear photon spectrum. We observe that the predictions
differ by ≈35% at Y = 0. Finally, in Table I we present
our predictions for the total cross section for the diffractive
photoproduction of J/! in pp, pPb, and PbPb collisions at
LHC energies. As expected from our analysis of the rapidity
distributions, the predictions for the total cross sections are
largely distinct.

IV. SUMMARY

The recent experimental data from RHIC, Tevatron, and
LHC have demonstrated that the study of photon-hadron
interactions in hadron-hadron collisions in order to constrain
the QCD dynamics at high energies is feasible. They have
motivated the proposition of new observables which can be
studied in these processes and the improvement of its theo-
retical description. In particular, in the past year, the collinear
formalism and the Dokshitzer-Gribov-Lipatov-Altarelli-Parisi
(DGLAP) evolution have been considered in several studies,
demonstrating that the diffractive photoproduction of vector
mesons can be used to constrain the behavior of the gluon

TABLE I. The total cross section for the diffractive photoproduc-
tion of J/! in pp, pPb, and PbPb collisions at LHC energies.

GBW bCGC bCGC NEW

pp (
√

s = 7 TeV) 74.0 nb 49.0 nb 59.0 nb
pp (

√
s = 14 TeV) 113.0 nb 71.2 nb 93.7 nb

pPb (
√

s = 5 TeV) 51.3 µb 41.0 µb 42.8 µb
PbPb (

√
s = 2.76 TeV) 18.2 mb 13.6 mb 11.0 mb

PbPb (
√

s = 5.5 TeV) 33.8 mb 24.4 mb 20.3 mb

015203-5

Goncalves, Moreira, Navarra, PRC 90 (2014) 015203

• Should be taken with grain of salt  → predictions strongly depend on models for 
the dipole cross section and J/𝜓 wave function. 

√sNN=5 TeV

Shown Run 2 data: Acharya et al [ALICE], EPJC 81 
(2021) no.8, 712 and PLB 798 (2019) 134926; Aaij et al 
[LHCb], JHEP 07 (2022) 117

Shown Run 1 data: Abelev et al. [ALICE], PLB718 
(2013) 1273; Abbas et al. [ALICE]
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Coherent J/𝜓 photoproduction in Pb-Pb UPCs   Coherent J/y and y 0 photoproduction at midrapidity ALICE Collaboration
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Figure 6: Measured differential cross section of the coherent J/y (left) and y 0 (right) photoproduction in Pb–Pb
UPC events. The error bars (boxes) show the statistical (systematic) uncertainties. The theoretical calculations are
also shown. The green band represents the uncertainties of the EPS09 LO calculation.

from HERA [9]. Both the LTA model and the EPS09 curve, corresponding to the EPS09 LO central set
(uncertainties of the EPS09 calculation are represented by the green band), are found to be in a good
agreement with the J/y and y 0 cross sections measured at midrapidity. However, these models are in
tension with the J/y data at semi-forward rapidity in the range 2.5 < |y| < 3.5, indicating that the nu-
clear shadowing might have a smaller effect at Bjorken x ⇠ 10�2 or x ⇠ 5⇥10�5 corresponding to this
rapidity range. It is worth noting that the GKZ predictions are based on gluon shadowing effects at a
scale Q2 = 3GeV2 in contrast to the default value of 2.4GeV2 which is used in other models and also in
LTA predictions at lower energies [47]. The modified Q2 value was found to provide better description
of the coherent J/y production cross section in Pb–Pb UPC measured by ALICE in Run 1 as well as
exclusive J/y photoproduction off protons [48].

Calculations by Cepila, Contreras, Krelina and Tapia Takaki (CCK) are based on the colour dipole model
with the structure of the nucleon in the transverse plane described by the so-called hot spots, regions
of high gluonic density, whose number increases with the increasing energy [14, 49]. Nuclear effects
are implemented along the ideas proposed in the energy-dependent hot-spot model with the standard
Glauber-Gribov formalism (GG-HS) for the extension to the nuclear case. The GG-HS model agrees
with the J/y measurements at midrapidity and at most forward rapidities but underpredicts them at
semi-forward rapidities. The y 0 measurement at midrapidity is overpredicted by this model.

Calculations by Bendova, Cepila, Contreras, Matas (BCCM) are based on the color dipole approach
coupled to the solutions of the impact-parameter dependent Balitsky-Kovchegov equation with initial
conditions based on the Woods-Saxon shape of the Pb nucleus [10]. The model is in a reasonable
agreement with the J/y and y 0 data at midrapidity.

Several theory groups provided predictions for J/y within the color dipole approach coupled to the
Color Glass Condensate (CGC) formalism with different assumptions on the dipole-proton scattering
amplitude. Predictions by Gonçalves, Machado et al. (GM) [11, 50] based on the IIM and b-CGC
models for the scattering amplitude agree with the J/y data rather well at midrapidity but strongly
underpredict the data at forward rapidities. Predictions by Lappi and Mäntysaari (LM) based on the
IPsat model [12, 51] overpredict the ALICE measurements at midrapidity, but match them at forward
rapidities. Recent predictions by Łuszczak and Schäfer (LS BGK-I) within the color-dipole formulation
of the Glauber-Gribov theory [13] are in agreement with the J/y data at semi-forward rapidities, 2.5 <
|y| < 3, slightly underpredict the data at more forward rapidities 3 < |y| < 4 and overpredict the data at

16

Acharya et al [ALICE], EPJC 81 (2021) no.8, 712 

• None of the approaches describe the data in the entire range of J/𝜓 rapidity y.

• Suppression at y=0 → strong leading-twist gluon/quark shadowing at small x, role 
of qq̄g dipoles, or a sign of saturation in nuclei.

• Behavior at large |y| → shadowing is small and models converge, while being at 
the border of their applicability.
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Figure 4: Di↵erential cross-section as a function of rapidity for coherent J/ production compared
to di↵erent phenomenological predictions [1,4,31,36,37]. The measurements are shown as points,
where inner and outer error bars represent the statistical and the total uncertainties, respectively.

luminosity of about 10µb�1, is measured to be 4.45±0.24±0.18±0.58mb, where the first
uncertainty is statistical, the second is systematic and the third is due to the luminosity
determination. The measurement uses J/ mesons reconstructed in the dimuon final state
with pT < 1GeV and 2.0 < y < 4.5, where muons are detected within the pseudorapidity
region 2.0 < ⌘ < 4.5. The cross-section is also measured in five J/ rapidity intervals and
the results are compared to predictions from di↵erent phenomenological models. Future
measurements with di↵erent mesons and larger data samples will further constrain these
models.
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Coherent J/𝜓 photoproduction in Pb-Pb UPCs 
with neutron emission   

• Measurements of UPCs with neutron emission in any 2 channels (0n0n, 0nXn) 
allow one to separate W+ and W- contributions to UPC cross section → probe 
nuclear gluons down to x~10-5 !

7

as the gluon density increases and will therefore cease to be an observable that is sensitive to
underlying gluon dynamics. Therefore, new theoretical approaches are needed in this new
domain of the strong force to understand the gluonic structure and dynamics inside a heavy
nucleus at extreme gluon densities.
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Figure 3: The nuclear gluon suppression factor as a function of Bjorken x, calculated from the
ratio of the coherent J/y photoproduction cross section in photon-nucleus interactions to that
from the Impulse Approx. [53]. The x values are evaluated from the center of their correspond-
ing rapidy ranges. Vertical bars and shaded boxes represent the statistical and systematic un-
certainties, respectively. Theoretical model calculations (GG-hs [51], LTA-SS and LTA-WS [31],
bBK GG and bBK A [52], CD BGK and CD BGW and CD IIM [49]) are shown as curves.

In summary, the first measurement of the coherent J/y photoproduction cross section off lead
nuclei as a function of photon-nucleon center-of-mass energy (WPb

gN) is presented over a wide
energy range. Results are obtained with ultraperipheral PbPb collision data by applying the
forward neutron tagging technique. At low W

Pb
gN (< 40 GeV), the measured cross section rapid-

ity increases with W
Pb
gN as expected from theoretical models. However, it is observed at high

W
Pb
gN that the coherent J/y cross section approaches nearly a plateau up to W

Pb
gN ⇡ 400 GeV

with little energy dependence. This observation may provide the first experimental evidence
of black disk limit reached in high energy photons scattering off heavy nuclei, or indicate a
gluon density suppression inside a nucleus significantly more than the expectation based on
state-of-the-art QCD approaches such as the nuclear shadowing and gluon saturation models.
The findings reported in this work suggest that novel methods are needed in this new extreme
density region of QCD studies to investigate the complex, multi-gluon system.

CMS PAS HIN-22-002, W. Li talk 29.03.2023

• The data indicates a continuous increase of nuclear shadowing at small x in 
agreement with leading twist model (LTA) and nuclear saturation (bBK-A).
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Dipole picture: Hot spots in proton and 
incoherent J/𝜓 photoproduction on nuclei   

• Description of incoherent diffraction 𝛾+p→J/𝜓+p* on the proton requires a new 
sub-nucleon scale → gluonic “hot spots” and geometric fluctuations of the proton, 
Mäntysaari, Schenke, PRL 117 (2016) 052301; Cepila, Contreras, Tapia-Takaki, PLB 766 (2017) 186

• Can be applied to incoherent J/𝜓 photoproduction in Pb+Pb→Pb+J/𝜓+Pb* UPC

5

FIG. 2: Coherent J/ production cross section as a function
of J/ rapidity with and without geometric fluctuations of
the nucleon. Results are compared with the ALICE [8, 9] and
CMS [10] data.
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FIG. 3: Incoherent J/ production cross section as a func-
tion of J/ rapidity with and without geometric fluctuations
of the nucleon. Experimental data from the ALICE collabo-
ration [8].

duction at midrapidity in ultraperipheral
p

sNN = 200
GeV Au+Au collisions at RHIC, corresponding to W =
25 GeV. This corresponds to xP = 0.015, which is at
the edge of the validity of our model. Especially the
skewedness and real part corrections together are almost
100%, which makes the absolute normalization unreliable
(see Appendix A and Fig. 8). The spectra are calculated
using the Boosted Gaussian wave function. Integrating
the cross sections over t, we get 106 µb for the coherent
and 62 µb for the incoherent cross section with subnu-
cleon fluctuations (with Gaus-LC wave function the cross
sections are 100 µb and 52 µb). The corresponding cross

FIG. 4: Ratio of incoherent and coherent cross sections for
the J/ production as a function of J/ rapidity with and
without geometric fluctuations of the nucleon. Experimental
data from the ALICE collaboration [8].

FIG. 5: Coherent J/ production cross section as a function
of J/ rapidity with and without geometric fluctuations of
the nucleon.

section results without fluctuations are 121 µb and 33 µb
(118 µb and 30 µb with Gaus-LC wave function). The
results for the coherent cross section are in agreement
with the PHENIX [44] result 76 ± 33 ± 11 µb.

The Bjorken-x evolution in this work comes directly
from the Qs evolution in the IPsat model. Thus, the
amount of fluctuations and the size of the hot spots do
not change as a function of x or center-of-mass energy. In
principle the characteristic length scales (⇠ Q�1

s (x)) de-
pend on the energy and recent explicit calculations show
that protons grow and fluctuations are reduced when
Bjorken-x is decreased [21, 45]. If that is the case, we
would expect the incoherent cross section to grow more
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FIG. 3. Predictions for the incoherent photonuclear production of J/ψ off lead targets as a function

of x (WγPb) compared with data extracted from ALICE measurements [29], as explained in [17].
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FIG. 4. Ratio of the incoherent to the coherent cross section for the photonuclear production of

J/ψ off lead targets as a function of x (WγPb) compared with ALICE [29].

hs, respectively). These results are compared to data extracted from ALICE measurements

in peripheral [30] and ultra-peripheral collisions [28, 29] by taking into account the photon

flux as explained in [17].

The predictions from the GS-hs and GS-n cases are very similar for coherent production

and cannot be distinguished in the figure, while in the GG approach there is a small difference

in the prediction when considering a nuclear structure made of hot spots or made of nucleons.

The difference can be traced back to the limited number of con

gurations explored and to the granularity of the grid used to store the different profiles

shown in Eqs. (13) and (14) as explained above. The predictions of the GS approach give

an excellent description of data, while the GG describe the lowest x data, but overestimate

9

• Increases ×2 incoherent cross section, weakly affects coherent cross section, 
describes well incoh/coh ratio.

Cepila, Contreras, Krelina, PRC 97 (2018) no.2, 024901  Mäntysaari, Schenke, PLB 772 (2017) 832

• Alternative description of incoherent data: leading twist model (LTA), Guzey, Strikman, 
Zhalov, PRC 99 (2019) 1, 015201; Kryshen, Strikman, Zhalov, 2303.12052 [hep-ph]
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photonuclear cross section
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• LTA model predicts stronger shadowing at nucleus center → 5-11% broadening of 
gluon distribution in impact parameter space → shift of diffractive minima, Guzey, Strikman, 
Zhalov, PRC 95 (2017) 025204 

• Similar effect is caused by saturation in dipole picture, Bendova, Cepila, Contreras, Matas, PLB 817 
(2021)  136306 

• Strong sensitivity to sub-nucleon fluctuations at large |t|, Mäntysaari, Schenke, PLB 772 (2017) 832 

First measurement of the |t|-dependence of coherent J/ψ photonuclear productionALICE Collaboration
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Inclusive dijet photoproduction in Pb-Pb UPCs@LHC V. GUZEY AND M. KLASEN PHYSICAL REVIEW C 99, 065202 (2019)
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γ

γ
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FIG. 1. Typical leading-order Feynman graphs for dijet photo-
production in UPCs of hadrons A and B. Graphs (a) and (b) corre-
spond to the direct and resolved photon contributions, respectively.

the requirement that the target nucleus stays intact, one can
study diffractive dijet photoproduction in UPCs AA → A +
2 jets + X + A. Studies of this process may shed some light
on the mechanism of QCD factorization breaking in diffrac-
tive photoproduction and, for the first time, give access to
nuclear diffractive PDFs [40,41]. While further progress in
constraining nPDFs will benefit from studies of high-energy
hard processes with nuclei in proton-nucleus (pA) scattering
at the LHC [42] and lepton-nucleus (eA) scattering at a future
Electron-Ion Collider (EIC) [43] and Large Hadron Electron
Collider (LHeC) [44], UPCs at the LHC present an important
and complementary method of obtaining new constraints al-
ready now on nPDFs in a wide kinematic range.

In this work, we make predictions for the cross section of
inclusive dijet photoproduction in Pb-Pb UPCs at the LHC
using NLO perturbative QCD [45] and nCTEQ15 nPDFs.
We show that our approach provides a good description of
various cross section distributions measured by the ATLAS
Collaboration [38]. Our analysis also shows that the dijet
photoproduction cross section in the considered kinematics is
sensitive to nuclear modifications of the PDFs. As a function
of the momentum fraction xA, the ratio of the cross sections
calculated with nPDFs and in the impulse approximation
behaves similarly to Rg for a given µ and deviates from unity
by 10–20% for the central nCTEQ15 fit. The calculations
using EPPS16 nPDFs and predictions of the leading twist
nuclear shadowing model give similar results. This suggests
that inclusive dijet photoproduction on nuclei can be used to
reduce uncertainties in the determination of nPDFs, which are
currently significant and comparable in size to the magnitude
of the calculated nuclear modifications of the dijet photopro-
duction cross section.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In
Sec. II, we outline the formalism of dijet photoproduction in
UPCs using NLO perturbative QCD. We present and discuss
our results for the LHC in Sec. III and draw conclusions in
Sec. IV.

II. PHOTOPRODUCTION OF DIJETS IN UPCS
IN NLO PERTURBATIVE QCD

Typical leading-order (LO) Feynman diagrams for dijet
photoproduction in UPCs of nuclei A and B are shown in
Fig. 1, where the graphs (a) and (b) correspond to the direct

and resolved photon contributions, respectively. Note that
beyond LO, the separation of the direct and resolved photon
contributions depends on the factorization scheme and scale
(see the discussion below).

Using the Weizsäcker-Williams method, which allows one
to treat the electromagnetic field of an ultrarelativistic ion as
a flux of equivalent quasireal photons [1,46], and the collinear
factorization framework for photon-nucleus scattering, the
cross section of the UPC process AB → A + 2 jets + X is
given by [45]

dσ (AB → A + 2 jets + X )

=
∑

a,b

∫ ymax

ymin

dy
∫ 1

0
dxγ

∫ xA,max

xA,min

dxA fγ /A(y) fa/γ (xγ , µ2) fb/B

× (xA, µ2)d σ̂ (ab → jets), (1)

where a, b are parton flavors; fγ /A(y) is the flux of equivalent
photons emitted by ion A, which depends on the photon
light-cone momentum fraction y; fa/γ (xγ , µ2) is the PDF of
the photon, which depends on the momentum fraction xγ and
the factorization scale µ; fb/B(xA, µ2) is the nuclear PDF with
xA being the corresponding parton momentum fraction; and
d σ̂ (ab → jets) is the elementary cross section for production
of two- and three-parton final states emerging as jets in hard
scattering of partons a and b. The sum over a involves quarks
and gluons for the resolved photon contribution and the pho-
ton for the direct photon contribution dominating at xγ ≈ 1.
At LO, the direct photon contribution has support exactly
only at xγ = 1, i.e., fa/γ = δ(1 − xγ ). At NLO, the virtual
and real corrections are calculated with massless quarks in
dimensional regularization, ultraviolet (UV) divergences are
renormalized in the MS scheme, and infrared (IR) divergences
are canceled and factorized into the proton and photon PDFs,
respectively. For the latter, this implies a transformation from
the DISγ into the MS scheme. The integration limits are
determined by the rapidities and transverse momenta of the
produced jets; see Sec. III. Note that Eq. (1) is based on
the clear separation of scales, which characterize the long-
distance electromagnetic interaction and the short-distance
strong interaction. It generalizes the NLO perturbative QCD
formalism of collinear factorization for jet photoproduction
in lepton-proton scattering developed in Refs. [45,47–49],
which successfully described HERA ep data on dijet pho-
toproduction [50]. Hence, Eq. (1) involves universal nuclear
PDFs fb/B(xA, µ2), which can be accessed in a variety of hard
processes involving nuclear targets [33–35], and the universal
photon PDFs fa/γ (xγ , µ2), which are determined by e+e−

data; for a review, see [45]. Hence, the interplay between the
direct and resolved photon contributions in Eq. (1) is also uni-
versal and controlled by the standard µ2 evolution equations
of photon PDFs and the choice of the factorization scheme.

In our analysis, we used the following input for Eq. (1). For
photon PDFs fa/γ (xγ , µ2), we used the GRV HO parametriza-
tion [51], which we transformed from the DISγ to the MS fac-
torization scheme. These photon PDFs have been profoundly
tested at HERA and the Large Electron-Positron (LEP) col-
lider at CERN and are very robust, in particular at high xγ

(dominated by the pQCD photon-quark splitting), which is

065202-2

•  Collinear factorization and NLO pQCD, 
Klasen, Kramer, Z.Phys. C 72 (1996) 107, Z. Phys. C 76 (1997) 67; 
Klasen, Rev. Mod. Phys. 74 (2002) 1221; Klasen, Kramer, EPJC 71 
(2011) 1774

y
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the results of the ATLAS measurement [38]. The ATLAS
analysis was performed using the following conditions and
selection criteria:

(1) the anti-kT algorithm with the jet radius R = 0.4;
(2) the leading jet has pT,1 > 20 GeV, while the other jets

have a different cut on pT,i !=1 > 15 GeV as required
[53], which corresponds to 35 < HT < 400 GeV,
where HT =

∑
i pT,i;

(3) all jets have rapidities |ηi| < 4.4;
(4) the combined mass of all reconstructed jets is 35 <

mjets < 400 GeV;
(5) the parton momentum fraction on the photon side zγ =

yxγ , 10−4 < zγ < 0.05;
(6) the parton momentum fraction on the nucleus side xA,

5 × 10−4 < xA < 1.

The ATLAS results are presented as distributions in terms
of the total jet transverse momentum HT =

∑
i pT,i and the

photon zγ and nucleus xA light-cone momentum fractions

zγ =
mjets√

sNN
eyjets , xA =

mjets√
sNN

e−yjets , (3)

where

mjets =




(

∑

i

Ei

)2

−
∣∣∣∣∣
∑

i

%pi

∣∣∣∣∣

2



1/2

,

yjets = 1
2

ln
(∑

i Ei + pz,i∑
i Ei − pz,i

)
. (4)

In Eqs. (4), the index i runs over all measured jets; Ei and %pi
denote the jet energy and momentum, respectively. Note that,
at LO, the kinematics of 2 → 2 parton scattering and the mo-
mentum fractions zγ and xA can be exactly reconstructed from
the dijet measurement. At NLO, Eqs. (3) serve as hadron-level
estimators of the momentum fractions entering Eq. (1); for
brevity, we use the same notations in Eqs. (1) and (4).
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FIG. 3. NLO QCD predictions for the cross section of dijet photoproduction in Pb-Pb UPCs at
√

sNN = 5.02 TeV in the ATLAS kinematics
as a function of xA for different bins of HT . The crosses are the ATLAS data points that we extracted from [38].
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Hard parton 
cross section

•  NLO pQCD describes shape and normalization 
of ATLAS data, ATLAS-CONF-2017-011

Guzey, Klasen, PRC 99 (2019) 065202

•  Sensitivity to nuclear modifications of PDFs at 
10-20% level → can be used to reduce uncertainty 
of gluon density by factor 2 at xA=10-3, Guzey, Klasen, 
EPJ C 79 (2019) 5, 396

•  Can also be used to look for nonlinear effects in 
Color Glass Condensate framework, Kotko, Kutak, 
Sapeta, Stasto, Strikman, EPJ C 77 (2017) 5, 353
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Diffractive dijet photoproduction in Pb-Pb UPCs@LHC 
•  Collinear factorization and NLO pQCD → novel 
nuclear diffractive PDFs, test of QCD 
factorization breaking. 

•  Contribution of right-moving photon source:
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Figure 19. The same as Fig. 18, but at
√
sNN = 5.1 TeV.

LHC. Using general kinematic conditions and cuts on the final state, we found that the
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Nuclear diffractive PDFs 
Guzey, Klasen, JHEP 04 (2016) 158

•  Diffractive dijet photoproduction in ep 
scattering@HERA → QCD factorization is 
broken, Klasen, Kramer, EPJ C 38 (2004) 93; Guzey, Klasen, 
EPJ C 76 (2016) 8, 467  
  

•  Pattern unknown: global suppression by 
R(glob.)=0.5 or the resolved-only suppression 
R(res.)=0.34 

•  One can differentiate between these  
scenarios by studying x𝛾 distribution.
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Figure 18. The effect of diffractive factorization breaking on the differential cross section of
diffractive photoproduction of dijets dσ(AA → A+ 2jets +X ′ + A) in AA UPCs at

√
sNN = 2.76

TeV.
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l There is continuing interest in using UPCs at the LHC and RHIC to obtain new 
constraints on proton and nucleus PDFs and strong dynamics at small x. 

l The data challenge both collinear factorization and dipole model frameworks.  

l Strong nuclear suppression of coherent J/𝜓 photoproduction in Pb-Pb 
UPC@LHC at y=0 → large gluon/quark shadowing at small x, importance of qq̄g 
dipoles, or a sign of saturation → test in ϒ photoproduction. 

l In the collinear framework, extraction of nPDFs is feasible using ratios of AA/pp 
UPCs cross sections, where theoretical complications cancel. 

l Outstanding challenges are the treatment of J/psi vertex in NLO pQCD beyond 
NRQCD and small-x resummation of NLO coefficient functions. 

l In the dipole picture, significant progress in calculations exclusive vector meson 
photoprodiction at NLO, Mäntysaari, Penttala, JHEP 08 (2022) 247  → applications to AA UPCs 

l New avenue is AA peripheral, I.-C. Arsene, talk 29.03.2023 and UPCs with neutron 
emission providing an access to very small x~10-5 both in coherent and 
incoherent cases, Guzey, Strikman, Zhalov, EPJC 74 (2014) 7, 2942.  

Summary and Outlook
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Dipole picture: relativistic effects in J/𝜓 wave function   

• However, it was shown that relativistic 𝓋c/mC corrections are sizable, Eskobedo, 
Lappi, PRD 101 (2020) 3, 034030; Lappi, Mäntysaari, Penttala, PRD 102 (2020) 5, 054020  

→ J/𝜓 wave function dependence does not cancel in nucleus/proton ratio → 
affects interpretation of nuclear suppression in AA UPCs@LHC and not 
included in shown dipole results.

• There is also a related issue of D-wave (spin rotation) of the charmonium 
wave function, Krelina, Nemchik, Pasechnik, EPJ C 80 (2020) 2, 92

• Standard lore: relativistic effects are small provided LO matrix element 
normalized to J/𝜓→𝑙+𝑙- decay width, Hoodbhoy, PRD 56 (1997) 388

• Charm quark mass mc does not provide sufficiently high scale → asymptotic 
pQCD expressions receive large kT/mc corrections depending on J/𝜓 wf, Frankfurt, 
Koepf, Strikman, PRD 57 (1998) 512; Frankfurt, McDermott, Strikman, JHEP 02 (1999) 02 and JHEP 03 (2001) 045  

→ dramatic (C(Q2=0)~0.1) suppression for J/𝜓 and moderate for Y. 

• Consistent description in pQCD requires J/𝜓 light-cone distribution amplitude 
→ no smooth connection to NR wf, Brodsky, Frankfurt, Gunion, Mueller, Strikman, PRD 50 (1994) 3134


